
Notes – Periodic Table Notes 

Periodic Law 

I. Periodic law 

A. Mendeleev (~1860): When the elements are placed in order by increasing      

 , their properties repeat in a periodic way. 

B. Moseley (~1910):  Changed the elements’ order from       to  

    . 

C. An atom’s chemical properties are determined by its     (outside energy level) electrons.  The 

identity of the element (what element an atom is) is determined by the number of  

    it has. 

D. Atoms tend to lose, gain or share electrons in order to get an electron configuration like a  

   . 

 

II. Arrangement of table 

A. Metals 

1. Over   % of the elements are classified as metals. 

2. They are located to the    and     parts of the periodic table.  

3. Properties of metals 

a.   

b.   

c.   

d.   

e.   

f.   

4. Metals tend to lose electrons when they react to form    . 

5. Metals are mixed with other metals to form      . 

B. Nonmetals 

1. They are found in the      part of the table. 

2. Their properties are more diverse than the metals. 

a.   

b.   

c.   

d.   

3. Atoms tend to gain electrons when they react to form    . 

C. Metalloids (also called      ) 

1. They are found on the table between the     and the     

2. They have properties of both metals and nonmetals. 

3. Examples are    ,    , and      

III. Periods 

A. Horizontal rows 

B. There are   periods in the periodic table. 

C. The inner transition metals are actually “inside” periods 6 and 7. 



 

D. Periodic trends 

1. Across a period, atomic radius tends to     . 

2. Across a period, ionization energy tends to     . 

 

IV. Groups (also called        ) 

A. Vertical columns 

B. Eight tall groups of     elements, numbers ending in A, or #1,2 and 13-18. 

C. Ten shorter groups of transition metals, numbers ending in B or #3-12. 

D. Elements in the same group have the same valence      configuration, and therefore 

have similar chemical and physical properties. 

E. Down a group, atomic radius     and ionization energy    . 

Groups (Families) of the Periodic Table 

Group IA or 1 

A. Name         

B. Members        

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

E. Part of the  -block 

Group 2A or 2 

A. Name         

B. Members        

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

E. Part of the  -block 

Groups 3B through 2B or 3 through 12 

A. Name given these groups as a whole        

B. Examples           

C. Properties 

1.   2.   

D. Many of these elements can form ions with varying charges, such as      

E. Part of the  -block  

 

 



 

Group 3A or 13 

A. Name         

B. Members        

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties become more     down the group. 

E. Part of the  -block  

Group 4A or 14 

A. Name         

B. Members – nonmetals    , metalloids    , metals    

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties become more metallic     the group. 

E. Part of the  -block  

F. Elements that exist in more than one form are called     .  An example is carbon in 

forms of     or     or     or  _________ . 

Group 5A or 15 

A. Name         

B. Members – nonmetals    , metalloids    , metals    

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties become more metallic down the group. 

E. Nonmetals tend to form ions with     charge. 

F. Part of the  -block  

Group 6A or 16 

A. Name         

B. Members – nonmetals    , metalloids    , metals    

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Properties become more metallic down the group. 

E. Nonmetals tend to form ions with     charge. 

F. Part of the  -block  

G. Important allotropes from this group are oxygen in forms    and     

Group 7A or 17 

A. Name         

B. Members – all nonmetals      

C. Valence electron configuration      

D. Part of the  -block  

E. Very reactive,      (measurement of the attraction for electrons) because  

             

F. Tend to form ions with      charge. 



 

 

Group 8A or 18 

A. Name       or sometimes called “inert gases,” though most can be made to react. 

B. Members        

C. Valence electron configuration for He    , all others      

D. Properties 

1.   2.   

E. Part of the  -block 

F. They have no common ionic charge because         

G. Other elements’ atoms tend to lose or gain or share electrons to get their stable electron configuration. 

Inner transition metals 

A. Usually considered together because of their similar properties 

B. Belong inside periods   and  , but are moved to       

C. Elements 57-71 are called the     ; 89-103 are the     

D. Part of the  -block 

E. Tend to form ions with      charge 

F. Many of these are radioactive (have unstable nuclei); Pm and all elements past uranium are radioactive. 

 

 


